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Dog Handlers are responsible for training dogs and determining the best course of 
action after observing dog behavior patterns

EXPERIENCE

Dog Handler/Co-ordinator
Central Bark Doggy Daycare - APRIL 2016 – 2019

 Watch the over dogs and made sure they are safe at all times.
 Played with the dogs, giving them lots of love and attention.
 Fed the dogs at certain times, with certain rules. Kept an eye out for a

sick dog or any unfamiliar behavior.
 Cleaned up after the dogs, placed new wee-wee pads down and used 

cleaning products to disinfect all areas.
 Cleaned the room, the windows sprayed the walls, disinfected areas, 

swept, and mopped.
 Feed or exercise animals or provide other general care, such as 

cleaning or maintaining holding areas.
 Ability to be flexible and work in a face pace environment. Keep 

records documenting animal health, diet, or behavior.

Dog Handler 
ABC Corporation - 2011 – 2016

 This business does daycare, boarding, bathing, and training.
 My shifts would do all of these except the training.
 Morning shifts would be feeding the boarders from the previous night,

checking in the daycares/boarders for the current day, and cleaning 
whatever is needed.

 Mid shift would be outside with the daycare/boarding dogs in the yard
and watching them.

 Closing shifts I would feed the boarders dinner and make sure theyre 
comfortable in their crates for the rest of the evening.

 Overnight shifts would be sleeping in the facility to make sure 
everything was safe.

 Making a difference in the animals lives that I cared for-I made a lot of
new furry friends) Skills Used Commands/a little bit of training, 
bathing, and customer service.

EDUCATION

 GED - (Abraham Lincoln High School - Brooklyn, NY)
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SKILLS

 Post-Production, Editing, Cinematography.
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